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ObjectEnsembleProcessinginHumanAnterior-Medial
VentralVisualCortex
JonathanS.CantandYaodaXu
VisionSciencesLaboratory,DepartmentofPsychology,HarvardUniversity,Cambridge,Massachusetts02138
Ourvisualsystemcanextractsummarystatisticsfromlargecollectionsofsimilarobjectswithoutformingdetailedrepresentationsofthe
individual objects in the ensemble. Such object ensemble representation is adaptive and allows us to overcome the capacity limitation
associatedwithrepresentingspecificobjects.Surprisingly,littleisknownabouttheneuralmechanismssupportingsuchobjectensemble
representation.Hereweshowedhumanobserversidenticalphotographsofthesameobjectensemble,differentphotographsdepicting
the same ensemble, or different photographs depicting different ensembles. We observed fMRI adaptation in anterior-medial ventral
visual cortex whenever object ensemble statistics repeated, even when local image features differed across photographs. Interestingly,
such object ensemble processing is closely related to texture and scene processing in the brain. In contrast, the lateral occipital area, a
region involved in object–shape processing, showed adaptation only when identical photographs were repeated. These results provide
thefirststeptowardunderstandingtheneuralunderpinningsofreal-worldobjectensemblerepresentation.
Introduction
Manyeverydayvisualtasksrequiretheencodingofsingleobjects.
Such object-specific processing has been the core of past neuro-
scientificresearch.Forexample,ithasbeenshownthatthelateral
occipital area (LO), together with the posterior fusiform gyrus
(pFs), processes the shapes of single objects (Malach et al., 1995;
Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001) and that
theparietalcortexisinvolvedinindividuatingandselectingmul-
tiple objects for detailed processing (Xu and Chun, 2006, 2009).
There are also many occasions when our visual system extracts
summary statistics from a collection (ensemble) of objects with-
out representing any specific object in great detail. Such object
ensemble representation can aid rapid scene segmentation and
guide object-specific processing. Yet despite their common oc-
currence, the neural mechanisms underlying ensemble process-
ing remain poorly understood.
Hereweinvestigatedtheneuralrepresentationforasimpleyet
omnipresent form of real-world object ensemble, namely, en-
sembles containing homogeneous and repeating objects such as
leavesonatree.Behavioralresearchhasshownthatobserverscan
quickly extract average features of a homogeneous ensemble,
suchasitsmeansize,directionofmotion,speed,orientation,and
centerlocationwithoutencodingdetailsoftheindividualobjects
composingtheensemble(WilliamsandSekuler,1984;Watamaniuk
and Duchon, 1992; Ariely, 2001; Parkes et al., 2001; Chong and
Treisman, 2003; Alvarez and Oliva, 2008). Despite these ad-
vances, the neural underpinnings of object ensemble representa-
tionremainlargelyunknown.Moreover,behavioralstudieshave
used displays containing simple geometric drawings (e.g., black
dots) and have not directly investigated how real-world object
ensembles are represented. Here we used photographs of real-
world object ensembles and investigated where in the brain they
may be represented.
Neuropsychological studies have documented a dissociation
between shape and texture processing, such that, after bilateral
LO damage, impaired shape processing but largely intact texture
perception were observed (Humphrey et al., 1994; Goodale and
Milner, 2004). Consistent with this finding, fMRI studies have
shown that attention to an object’s shape activates LO, whereas
attentiontotextureactivatesthecollateralsulcus(Peuskensetal.,
2004; Cant and Goodale, 2007). Interestingly, this texture-
sensitive collateral sulcus region overlaps to a large extent with
theparahippocampalplacearea(PPA),aregioninvolvedinscene
perception (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998).
Although object ensembles contain individuated objects
with closed contours and surface textures may not, ensembles
and textures nonetheless both contain repeating structures
with slight variations in features such as size, orientation, and
color (Portilla and Simoncelli, 2000). Thus, although little is
known about the neural representation of object ensembles,
the similarity between ensembles and textures and the ob-
served PPA activation during texture perception prompted us
to choose PPA as the candidate region of interest (ROI) in
which to investigate object ensemble processing in the brain.
In four experiments, we used fMRI adaptation (Grill-Spector
et al., 2006) to examine PPA’s response to real-world homo-
geneousobjectensembles.WealsoexaminedLO’sresponseto
object ensembles and included surface textures as stimuli in
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analyses to validate our results.
MaterialsandMethods
Observers
Twelvepaidobservers(sixwomen,sixmen;meanage,25.75years;range,
19–32years)tookpartinexperiment1,14paidobservers(twoofwhom
took part in experiment 1; eight women, six men; mean age, 25.43 years;
range, 20–33 years) took part in both experiments 2 and 3 (which were
run during the same session), and 11 paid observers (1 of whom partic-
ipatedinexperiment1and4ofwhomparticipatedinexperiments2and
3; four women, seven men; mean age, 28.45 years; range, 20–34 years)
took part in experiment 4. Observers were recruited from the Harvard
Universitycommunity,andallwererighthanded,reportednormalcolor
vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, had no history
of neurological disorder, and gave their informed consent to participate
in the study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The experi-
mentswereapprovedbytheCommitteeontheUseofHumanSubjectsat
Harvard University.
An additional female observer was tested in experiment 1, but the
study was terminated halfway due to observer discomfort. An additional
male observer was tested in experiments 2 and 3, but his data were ex-
cluded due to excessive head motion (8 mm of translation). Finally,
two additional female observers were tested but excluded from experi-
ment 4 due to below chance level behavioral performance in the scanner
(i.e.,theyperformedbelowthechancelevelof50%onmultiplerunsofa
task where the group average was 95%).
Stimuli
Adaptation experiments. In experiment 1, based on common occurrence
and ease of availability, we collected through the web full-color photo-
graphs of 20 different living object ensemble images and 20 different
nonliving texture images (Fig. 1). All images subtended 12.5°  12.5° of
visualangle(thisappliestoallimagesusedinallsubsequentexperiments
except where noted). In experiment 2, we removed the living and the
nonliving distinction and collected through the web 20 new grayscale
object ensemble images and 20 new grayscale texture images, each con-
taining10livingand10nonlivingimages(seeFig.3).Experiment3used
the same stimuli as were used in experiment 2, but the images were
presented in full color and the second image in each trial was approxi-
matelytwo-thirdsthesizeofthefirstimage(subtending10.0°10.0°of
visual angle; see Fig. 4). Experiment 4 used object ensemble images only,
createdbyphotographing(usingaD3000digitalSLRcamera;Nikon)10
different collections of black wooden beads (ordered on-line from Fire
Mountain Gems, www.firemountaingems.com). The beads in each col-
lection had the same shape, but the shape differed between collections.
All beads were made of black painted wood, resulting in different object
ensembles containing objects sharing the same texture/material (see Fig.
6). We ensured that the background of each bead image was uniformly
white using Photoshop CS3 software (Adobe).
Object/scene localizer. Stimuli used to localize object- and scene-
sensitive areas of cortex consisted of photographs of common objects
(e.g., cars, chairs, food, and tools), various indoor and outdoor scenes
(e.g., furnished rooms, buildings, city landscapes, and natural land-
scapes), male and female faces, and phase-scrambled versions of the
common objects.
Ensemble/texture localizer. In addition to using the object/scene local-
izer, in experiments 2 and 3 we constructed a second localizer to directly
identifyventralandlateralvisualregionssensitivetotheviewingofobject
ensembles and surface textures. We included both intact and phase-
scrambled images. The intact images were the same as those used in the
adaptationrunsandconsistedoffull-colorobjectensemblesandsurface
textures, with each category containing equal numbers of living and
nonliving stimuli.
Apparatus
Stimulus presentation and the collection of behavioral responses
(through a response pad placed in the observer’s right hand) were con-
trolledwithaMacBookPro(Apple)runningMatLab(MathWorks)with
Psychtoolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Each image was
rear projected with an LCD projector (Notevision XG-C465X, Sharp;
resolution, 1024  768 pixels) onto a screen mounted behind the ob-
serverasheorshelayinthescannerbore.Theobserverviewedtheimages
through a mirror mounted to the head coil directly above the eyes.
Figure1. Examplestimuliandresults(N12)fromexperiment1.a,Examplestimuliusedintheexperiment.Basedoncommonoccurrenceandeaseofavailability,20differentlivingobject
ensembleimagesand20differentnonlivingtextureimageswereused.Ineachtrial,observerssawasequentialpresentationofthreeimagesthatwereallidentical(grayboxes),alldifferent(red
boxes),orsharedobjectensembleorsurfacetexturestatistics(blueboxes).Toensureattentiontotheimages,observerswererequiredtopressabuttononthedisappearanceofthethirdimagein
thesequence.b,Resultsfromexperiment1.fMRIresponseswereextractedfromindependentlylocalizedobject-(LO)andscene-sensitive(PPA)areasofcortex.PPAexhibitedsimilarresponse
patternstobothobjectensemblesandsurfacetexturesandshowedequivalentlevelsofadaptation(i.e.,areductioninactivationcomparedwiththedifferentcondition)intheidenticalandthe
sharedconditionswheneitherobjectensembleorsurfacetexturestatisticswererepeated.Incontrast,LOresponsepatternsdifferedbetweenobjectensemblesandsurfacetextures,exhibitingan
equivalentreleasefromadaptationinthesharedanddifferentobjectensembleconditions,wherechangestolocalshapeinformationareevident,butexhibitedinsensitivitytochangesinsurface
texturesduetoalackofclosedcontoursinthoseimages.Errorbarsrepresentwithin-subjectSEs.ns,Notsignificant.c,Additionalexamplesofstimuliusedinexperiment1.*p0.05.
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Adaptation experiments. In all experiments, we used a fast, event-related
fMRI adaptation paradigm. In experiment 1, each trial lasted6sa n d
contained a 500 ms fixation, three sequentially presented images (each
consistingofa200msimagepresentationandan800msblankfixation),
and a 2500 ms blank screen. Observers were asked to press a button as
soon as the third image in the trial disappeared. The three images pre-
sented in each trial could be identical, could share object ensemble or
texture features (i.e., different images of the same ensemble or texture)
(Fig. 1), or could be completely different. Thus, there were six different
experimental conditions (“identical,” “shared,” and “different” condi-
tions for both the object ensemble and texture images). There were also
6 s blank fixation trials in which no images were presented. Trial order
was pseudorandom and balanced for trial history (e.g., trials from all
conditions, including fixation, were preceded and followed equally as
often by trials from all other conditions, for one trial back and forward)
(Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Xu and Chun, 2006). To further balance
trial history, trial order was rotated among the conditions in different
runs and among different observers. Each observer took part in five
adaptation runs, each lasting 5 min 12 s with seven trials for each
condition.
In experiments 2 and 3, each trial lasted 6 s and contained a 500 ms
fixation, two sequentially presented images (each consisting of a 200 ms
image presentation and an 800 ms blank fixation), and a 3500 ms blank
screen. Observers were asked to categorize each trial as identical, shared,
or different by pressing the appropriate button on the response pad. All
other aspects of these experiments were identical to those of experiment
1. Experiment 4 was identical to experiments 2 and 3, except that only
objectensembleimageswereused(seeFig.6).Eachobservertookpartin
two adaptation runs in experiment 4, each lasting 6 min 42 s, with 16
trials for each condition.
Object/scenelocalizer.ThislocalizerwasusedtoidentifythemainROIs
in each observer, namely, LO and PPA, as well as three additional ROIs,
the retrosplenial complex (RSC), the transverse occipital sulcus (TOS),
and pFs (Fig. 2 shows examples of these ROIs in single observers). As
described by Kanwisher et al. (1997) and Epstein and Kanwisher (1998),
a single run consisted of presenting four blocks each of scenes, faces,
intact objects, and phase-scrambled objects with periods of fixation pre-
sented at the beginning, middle, and end of a run. Each stimulus block
was16slongandcontained20differentimages,eachlasting750ms,and
was followed by a 50 ms blank period. Each fixation block was 8 s long.
There were two unique run orders, and no images were repeated in a
given run. To ensure attention to the displays, observers fixated at the
center and detected a slight spatial jitter, occurring randomly in 1 out of
every 10 images. Each run lasted 4 min 40 s.
In experiment 1, all observers took part in four runs of this localizer,
and in experiments 2 to 4, observers took part in three runs. Because the
fMRI data analysis software we used allowed us to align functional data
acquired across different sessions, when observers took part in two or
more of the experiments, we were able to use the object/scene localizer
from their earlier session for all subsequent sessions.
Ensemble/texturelocalizer.Thislocalizerwasusedinexperiments2and
3toidentify,ineachobserver,areasinthevisualcortexthatareselectively
activated by object ensemble and surface texture images. The stimuli
used in experiments 2 and 3 were used here. A single run consisted of
presenting four blocks each of intact object ensembles, intact surface
textures, and their phase-scrambled counterparts. All other aspects of
thislocalizerwereidenticaltothoseoftheobject/scenelocalizer,withthe
exception that each image in a block was presented for 500 ms and was
followed by a 300 ms blank period. No images were repeated within any
singleblock,buttherewererepetitionsofimagesacrossblocksinagiven
run. All observers took part in three runs of this localizer.
Imaging parameters
Thisstudywasconductedona3.0teslaSiemensMAGNETOMTimTrio
whole-body imaging MRI system at the Center for Brain Science, Har-
vard University (Cambridge, MA). A Siemens radiofrequency 32-
channel head coil was used to collect BOLD weighted images (Ogawa et
Figure2. ExamplesofROIsinindividualobservers.Thescene-selectivePPA(TalairachcoordinatesforthespecificROIexamplesshownx,y,zforright/left;24/24,40/41,3/6),RSC
(15/16,53/56,14/9),andTOS(31/38,79/77,23/22)weredefinedbycontrastingtheactivationforscenesagainsttheactivationforbothfacesandobjects.The
object-selectiveLO(31/32,77/84,3/7)andpFs(32/29,63/61,13/16)weredefinedbycontrastingtheactivationforobjectsagainsttheactivationforscrambled
objects.R,Right;L,left.
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netization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sagittal slices cover-
ing the whole brain were collected [inversion time 1100 ms, echo time
(TE) 1.54 ms, repetition time (TR) 2200 ms, flip angle 7°, 256  256
matrixsize,144slices,1.01.01.0mmvoxelsize].Forthefunctional
runs,aT2*-weightedecho-planargradientechopulsesequence(7272
matrix size, field of view 21.6 cm) with TR of 1.5 s was used in experi-
ments 1 to 4 (TE 29 ms, flip angle 90°, 208 volumes for experiments 1–3,
268 volumes for experiment 4). Another pulse sequence with TR of 2 s
was used for the localizer runs (TE 30 ms, flip angle 85°, 140 volumes).
Twenty-four 5 mm-thick (3  3 mm in-plane, 0 mm skip) slices parallel
to the anterior and posterior commissure line were collected in all the
functional runs.
Data analysis
fMRI data analysis. fMRI data were analyzed with Brain Voyager QX
(Brain Innovation). Data preprocessing included slice acquisition time
correction, 3D motion correction, linear trend removal, and Talairach
space transformation (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988).
Data from both the object/scene and ensemble/texture localizers were
analyzed using a general linear model (GLM), accounting for hemody-
namic response lag (Friston et al., 1994). In the object/scene localizer, in
accordance with Epstein and Kanwisher (1998), the PPA ROI was de-
fined as a region in the collateral sulcus and parahippocampal gyrus
whose activation was higher for scenes than for faces and objects (false
discovery rate, q  0.05; this threshold applies to all functional regions
localized in individual observers). In addition, in accordance with Ep-
steinandHiggins(2007),theRSCandTOSROIsweredefinedasregions
in restrosplenial cortex–posterior cingulate–medial parietal cortex and
transverse occipital cortex, respectively, whose activations were higher
for scenes than for faces and objects (Fig. 2). In accordance with Grill-
Spector et al. (2000), the LO and pFs ROIs were defined as regions in the
lateral occipital cortex near the posterior inferotemporal sulcus and the
posterior fusiform gyrus-occipitotemporal sulcus, respectively, whose
activations were higher for objects than for phase-scrambled objects. In
the ensemble/texture localizer, areas sensitive to processing object en-
semblesandsurfacetextureswereidentifiedasregionsincollateralsulcus
and parahippocampal gyrus as well as lateral occipital cortex, whose
activations were higher for ensembles and textures than for phase-
scrambled versions of these images.
Following the standard ROI-based analysis approach (Saxe et al.,
2006), we overlaid the ROIs onto the data from our main adaptation
experiments and extracted time courses from each observer. The activa-
tion levels for all conditions were then converted to the percentage of
BOLD signal change from baseline by subtracting the corresponding
activation from the fixation trials and then dividing by this value. Peak
responses for each condition were obtained by collapsing the time
courses for all of the conditions and then identifying the time point of
greatest signal amplitude in the average response (Xu and Chun, 2006;
Xu, 2010). This was done separately for each observer in each ROI, and
the resultant peak responses were then averaged across all observers.
Finally,theaveragelevelsofactivationforeachconditionweresubjected
to a repeated-measures ANOVA, performed separately on each ROI in
each experiment (SPSS).
Behavioraldataanalysis.Behavioralperformancemeasuresofreaction
timeandaccuracywererecordedbyMatLab(MathWorks)(runningthe
Psychtoolbox) and were analyzed with SPSS. Repeated-measures ANOVAs
wereconductedtoassessdifferencesacrosstheconditionsintheadaptation
and the localizer runs in each experiment.
Results
PPAadaptationtorealworldobjectensembleandsurface
texture repetition
As our first step to investigate how real-world object ensembles
are represented in the brain, in experiment 1, we used photo-
graphs of real-world object ensembles and evaluated the role of
PPA and LO (the posterior-dorsal aspect of the lateral occipital
complex that is distinct from pFs) in object ensemble represen-
tation. We presented observers with a sequence of either three
objectensembleorthreesurfacetextureimages.Theimageswere
all identical, all different, or shared object ensemble or surface
texture statistics (e.g., different photographs of the same object
ensembleorsurfacetexture)(Fig.1A).Eachimagewaspresented
for 200 ms with an 800 ms interstimulus interval. Based on com-
mon occurrence and availability, for object ensembles we used
images of living objects (e.g., fruits and vegetables), and for tex-
tures we used images of nonliving items (e.g., marble surfaces).
Observers were asked to press a key when the third image disap-
peared from view. Each trial lasted 6 s. We used a counterbal-
ancedtrialhistorydesignandcalculatedpercentagesignalchange
compared with fixation directly from the raw MRI signal
(Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Xu and Chun, 2006; Xu, 2010;
Dilks et al., 2011; Todd et al., 2011).
We examined the effect of image type (ensemble vs texture)
andcondition(identicalvssharedvsdifferent)andtheirinterac-
tionsinindependentlylocalizedLOandPPAROIs.Leftandright
hemisphere ROIs were combined in this and all subsequent ex-
perimentsbecausenodifferencesinactivationwereobservedbe-
tween the hemispheres. On the one hand, if PPA represents
ensembleandtexturestatistics,thenaslongasthesameensemble
ortextureisperceived,regardlessofwhetheridenticalordifferent
images are shown, PPA will exhibit fMRI adaptation to both the
identicalandthesharedconditionsandwillexhibitareleasefrom
adaptation in the different condition (when different ensembles
or textures are presented). On the other hand, because LO has
been shown to encode specific shape contours (for review, see
Grill-Spector, 2009), for object ensembles we predict LO will
show a release from fMRI adaptation whenever local shape con-
tours change, which occurs in both the shared and different con-
ditions, compared to the identical condition. Due to a lack of
closed shape contours in the surface texture images, LO may not
show sensitivity to differences in our texture images.
In PPA, the main effect of image type was not significant
(F(1,11)  2.21, p  0.165), but the main effect of condition did
reachsignificance(F(2,22)11.19,p0.001),withnosignificant
image-by-condition interaction (F(2,22)  0.79, p  0.467), indi-
catingthatPPAexhibitedsimilarresponsepatternstobothobject
ensemblesandsurfacetextures.Basedonthespecificpredictions
for object ensembles and surface textures we have outlined, we
conducted planned pairwise comparisons to investigate this in-
teractioningreaterdetail.Forobjectensembles,theidenticaland
thesharedconditionsdidnotdifferfromeachother(t(11)1.00,
p  0.49, one tailed, and Bonferroni corrected for multiple com-
parisons; this applies to all subsequent planned comparisons ex-
cept where noted), and each had a lower response than the
differentcondition(differentvsidentical:t(11)3.95,p0.004;
different vs shared: t(11)  3.10, p  0.02; Fig. 1B). The same
response pattern was observed for surface textures; there was no
difference between shared and identical (t(11)  0.04, p  0.50),
and both exhibited a lower response than different (different vs
identical: t(11)  2.93, p  0.024; different vs shared: t(11)  2.25,
which approached significance at p  0.065). Taken together,
PPA showed equivalent levels of adaptation when either ensem-
ble or texture statistics repeated.
A different response pattern was obtained in LO, such that
both main effects and the interaction either were significant or
approached significance (F(1,11)  11.57, p  0.045 for image
type; F(2,22)  2.82, p  0.081 for condition; F(2,22)  3.57, p 
0.045fortheinteractionbetweenthetwo).ThisindicatesthatLO
responded differently to object ensembles and textures. Planned
comparisons revealed that, for object ensembles, the shared and
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p  0.348), but both were higher than the identical condition
(shared vs identical: t(11)  2.35, which approached significance
at p  0.063; different vs identical: t(11)  2.79, p  0.025). For
textures, none of the three conditions differed from each other
(t  0.85 for all). Thus, LO exhibited an equivalent release from
adaptation in the shared and different object ensemble condi-
tions but exhibited insensitivity to changes in surface textures.
Although object ensemble and texture images differ in a number
of features (e.g., spatial frequency, contrast, color, semantic con-
tent), based on the well established functional properties of LO
(Atlmannetal.,2003;KourtziandKanwisher,2001)(forarecent
review,seeGrill-Spector,2009),webelievetheseadaptationfind-
ings can be explained by the role of LO in extracting shape infor-
mation from closed contours. That is, because object ensembles
contained well defined shape contours, changes to local shape
contour were evident in both the shared and the different condi-
tions, resulting in a release from fMRI adaptation in both condi-
tionscomparedwiththeidenticalcondition;meanwhile,because
surface textures in general lacked closed contours, changes in
texture images were ineffective in driving LO responses. Finally,
although our results are consistent with these regions being in-
volved in different types of visual processing, the differences in
the patterns of adaptation between PPA and LO for processing
object ensembles and surface textures did not reach significance
(region-by-condition interaction for ensembles: F(2,22)  2.54,
p0.102;region-by-conditioninteractionfortextures:F(2,22)
1.18, p  0.327).
To assess the reliability of these results, we also fitted a stan-
dard GLM to the data to derive  weights for each condition.
Adaptation responses obtained from these  weight measures
were identical to those obtained from the percent-signal change
analysis in both PPA and LO. This confirms the validity of the
counterbalanced trial history design and the use of the percent-
signalchangeanalysis.Assuch,inallsubsequentexperiments,we
report results using this analysis.
Althoughresultsfromexperiment1byandlargefollowedour
predictions,afewoftherelevantcomparisonsfellshortofreach-
ingstatisticalsignificance.Thiswaslikelyduetothepassiveview-
ing procedure used in experiment 1, which might not have fully
engaged ensemble and texture processing in the relevant brain
regions. In addition, because colored images were used in exper-
iment 1, it is possible that PPA adaptation results were driven
entirely by the repetition of color in the same and the shared
conditions. To address these issues, we conducted a second ex-
perimentinwhichwemadethetaskmoreengagingbypresenting
only two images sequentially, and we asked observers to process
ensemblesandtexturesmoredirectlybycategorizingwhetherthe
twoimageswereidentical,shared(ensembleortexturestatistics),
ordifferent.Inaddition,weremovedcolorinformationandused
grayscaleimages(Fig.3A).Wealsoincludedbothlivingandnon-
living object ensemble images (e.g., paper clips and screws) as
well as living surface textures (e.g., fruit and animal skins) in
addition to the nonliving ones.
Despite these changes, we obtained similar response patterns
inPPAandLO,asinexperiment1.Specifically,inPPA,themain
effect of image type approached significance (F(1,13)  3.68, p 
0.077),andthemaineffectofconditionwassignificant(F(2,26)
21.05, p  0.001); there was no significant image-by-condition
interaction (F(2,26)  0.41, p  0.667). Planned comparisons re-
vealed that PPA showed equivalent levels of adaptation when
either object ensembles or surface textures were repeated (for
object ensembles: shared vs identical: t(13)  1.64, p  0.186;
different vs identical: t(13)  4.86, p  0.001; different vs shared:
t(13)  2.56, p  0.041; for surface textures: shared vs identical:
t(13)  0.68, p  0.50; different vs identical: t(13)  4.71, p 
0.001;differentvsshared:t(13)3.72,p0.004;Fig.3B).InLO,
the main effects of image type (F(1,13)  53.83, p  0.0001) and
Figure3. Examplestimuliandresults(N14)fromexperiment2.a,Examplestimuliusedintheexperiment.Anewsetofimages,differentfromthatusedinexperiment1,wasusedinthis
experiment.Thisnewsetcontained20objectensembleand20textureimages,eachcontaining10livingand10nonlivingexamples.Allstimuliwerepresentedingrayscaletoremovetherepetition
ofcolorswhenensemblestatisticswererepeated.Ineachtrial,observerssawasequenceoftwoimagesthatwereidentical(grayboxes),different(redboxes),orsharedobjectensembleorsurface
texturestatistics(blueboxes).Observerswereaskedtocategorizeeachtrialasidentical,shared,ordifferent.b,Resultsfromexperiment2.Replicatingresultsfromexperiment1,PPAagainshowed
equivalentlevelsofadaptationwhenobjectensembleortexturefeatureswererepeated,andLOshowedadaptationonlywhenthelocalshape/contourswereidenticalintheobjectensemble
imagesbutshowednosensitivitytosurfacetexturemanipulations.Errorbarsrepresentwithin-subjectSEs.ns,Notsignificant.c,Additionalexamplesofstimuliusedinexperiment2.*p0.05;
**p0.01.
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the image-by-condition interaction approached significance
(F(2,26)  3.07, p  0.063). As in experiment 1, LO again showed
a release from adaptation for object ensembles when local shape
or contours changed in the shared and the different conditions,
butitwasinsensitivetoanychangesinsurfacetextures(forobject
ensembles, shared vs different: t(13)  0.29, p  0.50; shared vs
identical: t(13)  2.93, p  0.017; different vs identical: t(13) 
3.16,p0.011;forsurfacetextures,noneofthethreeconditions
differed from each other: t  0.50 for all). Importantly, differ-
encesinadaptationbetweenPPAandLOreachedsignificancefor
processing both object ensembles and surface textures, showing
that these two brain areas do indeed extract different types of
information from the same visual input (region-by-condition
interaction for ensembles: F(2,26)  4.28, p  0.025; and region-
by-condition interaction for textures: F(2,26)  4.94, p  0.015).
Thus, it appears that focusing participants’ attention directly on
object ensemble and surface texture processing replicated and
strengthened the results we observed in experiment 1. These re-
sults also indicate that the repetition of color information alone
cannot entirely account for the PPA ensemble and texture adap-
tation effects obtained in experiment 1 because similar results
wereobtainedwhenweremovedcolorfromtheimagesinexper-
iment 2. Further study is needed to understand whether color is
part of the object ensemble representation in anterior-medial
ventral visual cortex. It may well be. Importantly, however, what
this experiment shows is that visual features, aside from color,
also contribute to ensemble and texture representation in
anterior-medial ventral visual cortex.
Can the PPA object ensemble adaptation effect obtained thus
far be driven by the repetition of lower level image statistics
present in the images, such as spatial frequency? Because PPA
is situated at a relatively later stage of visual processing, its repre-
sentation for object ensembles and surface textures is likely to be
higher level and invariant to lower level image changes such as
size (i.e., spatial frequency) because an image size change usually
corresponds to a change in viewing distance rather than to a
qualitative change to an object ensemble or surface texture.
To address this issue, in experiment 3, as in experiment 2, we
presentedpairsofobjectensembleandsurfacetextureimagesbut
made the size of the second image approximately two-thirds the
size of the first image (Fig. 4A). Because color did not impact the
adaptation effect in experiment 2, all images were presented in
color to make the task more engaging. We again replicated our
basicfindings.Namely,inPPA,themaineffectofimagetypewas
not significant (F(1,13)  2.41, p  0.145), but the main effect of
condition was (F(2,26)  16.48, p  0.001), with no significant
image-by-condition interaction (F(2,26)  1.25, p  0.302). Rep-
licating results from experiments 1 and 2, PPA exhibited equiva-
lent levels of adaptation when either object ensemble or surface
texture statistics were repeated (for object ensembles: shared vs
identical,t(13)0.17,p0.50;differentvsidentical,t(13)3.68,
p  0.004; different vs shared, t(13)  3.96, p  0.002; for surface
textures: shared vs identical, t(13)  0.27, p  0.50; different vs
identical, t(13)  2.90, p  0.017; different vs shared, t(13)  3.00,
p0.017)(Fig.4B).InLO,significantresultswerefoundforthe
maineffectsofimagetype(F(1,13)61.60,p0.001),condition
(F(2,26)  3.69, p  0.039), and the image-by-condition interac-
tion (F(2,26)  4.50, p  0.021). LO again showed a release from
adaptation for object ensembles when local shape information
changedinthesharedandthedifferentconditions(relativetothe
identicalcondition)butwasinsensitivetoanychangesinsurface
textures (for object ensembles: shared vs identical, t(13)  3.50,
p  0.006; different vs identical, t(13)  2.68, p  0.028; different
vs shared, t(13)  0.83, p  0.50; for surface textures, none of the
three conditions differed from each other, t  1.71 for all). Fi-
nally, differences in adaptation between PPA and LO reached
significance for processing both object ensembles and surface
textures, again showing that different types of visual informa-
tion from object ensembles and surface textures are extracted
by these two brain areas (region-by-condition interaction for
ensembles:F(2,26) 12.27,p0.0001;region-by-conditioninter-
Figure4. Stimuliandresults(N14)fromexperiment3.a,Examplestimuliusedintheexperiment.Thesamestimuli,conditions,andtasksfromexperiment2wereusedhereexcepttheimages
wereshowninfullcolor,and,toinvestigatehowimagesizechangesaffectbrainresponses,thesecondimageineachtrialwasapproximatelytwo-thirdsthesizeofthefirstimage.b,Resultsfrom
experiment3.Replicatingresultsfromexperiments1and2,PPAagainshowedequivalentlevelsofadaptationwhenobjectensembleorsurfacetexturestatisticswererepeated,andLOshowed
adaptationonlywhenthelocalshape/contourswereidenticalintheobjectensembleimagesbutshowednosensitivitytosurfacetexturemanipulations.Errorbarsrepresentwithin-subjectSEs.ns,
Notsignificant.c,Additionalexamplesofstimuliusedinexperiment2.*p0.05;**p0.01.
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results indicate that the adaptation effects obtained thus far are rel-
atively higher level and are not affected by a change in image size.
ThisissimilartothesizeinvarianceeffectpreviouslyreportedinPPA
forsceneprocessingandthelateraloccipitalcomplex,ofwhichLOis
a subregion, for object processing (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; An-
drews and Ewbank, 2004; Ewbank et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006).
To directly localize regions involved in ensemble and texture
processing, we included an ensemble/texture localizer that con-
tained object ensembles, textures, and their phase-scrambled
counterparts (matched in overall spatial frequency, luminance,
and contrast). Although the main results obtained from this lo-
calizeraredescribedindetailinthenextsection,hereweusedthe
stimulus conditions included in this localizer to further examine
whether PPA adaptation for object ensembles and surface tex-
tureswasdrivenbytherepetitionoflow-levelimagefeaturessuch
as spatial frequency, luminance, and contrast. To do so, we ex-
tractedaveragedresponsesforthefourconditionsinthisensem-
ble/texture localizer from individual observers’ PPA (defined
using the object/scene localizer). We obtained a significant main
effect of image conditions (F(3,39)  27.77, p  0.001) (Fig. 5)
such that the intact images elicited higher responses than the
scrambled images (ensembles vs scrambled ensembles: t(13) 
6.56,p0.001;ensemblesvsscrambledtextures:t(13)6.25,p
0.001; textures vs scrambled textures: t(13)  7.64, p  0.001;
textures vs scrambled ensembles: t(13)  5.07, p  0.001; all two
tailed and Bonferroni corrected). The two intact image condi-
tionsdidnotdifferfromeachother(t(13)1.88,p0.472),and
the two phase-scrambled image conditions also did not differ
fromeachother(t(13)1.11,p1.00).Thus,althoughtheintact
and the scrambled images shared the same overall spatial fre-
quency, luminance, and contrast, they elicited different amounts
of PPA activation. This further suggests that PPA adaptation to
the repetition of object ensemble and surface texture statistics
cannot be solely attributed to the repetition of low-level visual
information (such as spatial frequency, luminance and contrast)
across images.
AlthoughwehaveexaminedresponsesfromPPAasawhole,it
is possible that PPA may contain heterogeneous regions, with
more posterior parts of PPA (i.e., within the collateral sulcus)
more involved in object ensemble and surface texture processing
than anterior parts (i.e., closer to the anterior aspect of the para-
hippocampal gyrus). To examine this possibility, we divided ev-
ery observer’s PPA ROI into anterior and posterior parts. This
was done by constructing a line through the center of activation
in each observer’s PPA and then assigning all voxels extending in
front of this line to the anterior part and all voxels extending
behindthislinetotheposteriorpart.Inallthreeexperiments,we
found virtually identical adaptation results in both the anterior
and the posterior parts of PPA for object ensembles and surface
textures (region-by-image-by-condition interaction: for experi-
ment 1, F(2,22)  0.57, p  0.58; for experiment 2, F(2,22)  1.68,
p  0.21; for experiment 3, F(2,22)  0.42, p  0.66), suggesting
that the anterior and the posterior parts of PPA do not differ in
how they process object ensembles and surface textures.
Taken together, results from experiments 1 to 3 demonstrate
that the processing of object ensembles in PPA is remarkably
similar to the processing of surface textures. In light of this, one
might question whether or not object ensemble processing in
PPA simply reflects the processing of the surface texture of the
individual objects in the ensemble rather than ensemble features
per se. To address this question, in experiment 4 we used black
woodenbeadsofdifferentshapesasstimuli(Fig.6A).Weshowed
observers two images that were either identical, shared object
ensemblefeatures(i.e.,differentphotographsofthesamebeads),
or different (i.e., photographs of beads with different shapes).
Here,inallthreeconditions,thesurfacetextureoftheindividual
objects in the ensembles was identical (i.e., painted black wood).
Despite this surface texture repetition, PPA again exhibited dif-
ferent patterns of adaptation across the three conditions (main
effect of condition: F(2,20)  5.37, p  0.014), with planned pair-
wisecomparisonsrevealingthattheidenticalandthesharedcon-
ditions did not differ from each other (t(10)  1.05, p  0.486),
but both showed a lower response compared to the different
condition(differentvsidentical:t(10)2.56,p0.038;different
vs shared: t(10)  2.77, p  0.027) (Fig. 6B).
Interestingly, in experiment 4, there was no response differ-
enceinLO(maineffectofcondition:F(2,20)0.07,p0.930;t
0.39forallplannedpairwisecomparisons).Thisnullresultmight
be attributed to the shape of the beads used in this experiment.
Becausehalfthebeadsusedwerecircularorveryclosetocircular
(Fig.6C),inalotofthetrialstherewerelikelyminimumcontour
changes between different photographs depicting the same en-
semble. This may explain why we failed to observe a release from
adaptation in LO between the shared and the identical condi-
tions. This might also have resulted in minimum contour
changes in photographs depicting different ensembles, resulting
inourfailuretoobserveareleasefromadaptationinLObetween
theidenticalandthedifferentconditions.Despitethisnullresult,
however, differences in response patterns between PPA and LO
reached significance (region-by-condition interaction: F(2,20) 
5.27,p0.015),replicatingtheresultsfromexperiments2and3
and again demonstrating that these regions process object en-
sembles in significantly different ways. Overall, results of experi-
ment 4 indicate that the processing of object ensembles in PPA
doesnotsimplyreflecttheprocessingofthesurfacetextureofthe
individual objects composing an ensemble. Texture processing
can certainly play a role in ensemble representation, but these
results show that the shapes of the individual objects making up
Figure 5. PPA and LO results for the four conditions in the ensemble/texture localizer. In
PPA,thetwointactimageconditionsdidnotdifferfromeachother,nordidthetwoscrambled
imageconditionsdifferfromeachother.Althoughspatialfrequencyandotherlow-levelimage
information (such as contrast and luminance) were equated between intact and scrambled
images,intactimageselicitedsignificantlyhigherresponsesthanscrambledimages.Forcom-
parison,activationsforscenesandsingleobjectsfromtheobject/scenelocalizerarealsoplotted
(computedinindividualobserversbydefiningPPAusingthefirstrunoftheobject/scenelocal-
izerandthenextractingindependentdatafromthisregionusingthelastrunoftheobject/scene
localizer). Scenes elicit the highest activation in PPA compared with objects, ensembles, and
textures.Thus,althoughweshowinthisstudythatPPAisthekeybrainregionmediatingthe
representation of ensemble and texture statistics, scenes still seem to be the most effective
stimuliindrivingPPAresponse.Forcompleteness,responsesinLO,computedusingthesame
methoddescribedforPPA,wereincludedaswell.***p0.001.
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ensemble representation in anterior-
medial ventral visual cortex.
Directlylocalizingventralbrainareas
involvedinreal-worldobjectensemble
andsurfacetexture processing
To localize visual areas that would be nat-
urally activated when object ensembles
and surface textures are processed, we
contrastedbrainresponsesobtainedwhen
observers viewed blocks of object ensem-
bleandsurfacetextureimagesusedinour
adaptation experiments with responses
obtained when they viewed blocks of
phase-scrambled versions of these same
images. Using a random-effects group
analysis (p  0.001, uncorrected), we
identified two main regions of activation
in the occipitotemporal cortex, with one
located laterally in the vicinity of LO and
the other located ventrally along the col-
lateral sulcus/parahippocampal gyrus in
thevicinityofPPAandextendingposteri-
orly along the collateral sulcus. (Other re-
gionsofthebrainalsobecameactiveusing
thiscontrast,suchasregionsalongthein-
traparietal sulcus in parietal cortex [one
bilateralactivationintheinferiorintrapa-
rietal sulcus (Talairach x, y, z coordinates
for right/left are 26/28, 80/85,
19/16) and another bilateral activa-
tion in the superior intraparietal sulcus
(Talairach x, y, z coordinates for right/left
are25/24,61/64,39/40)],and
oneregionintherightfrontalcortex[x
48,y22,z28].Theseactivationswere
likely driven by differences in attention as
the intact ensemble and texture images
weremoreattentionallyengagingthanthe
phase-scrambled versions of these same
images.) In fact, PPA overlapped 61%
with the ventral ensemble/texture area
(calculated as the number of overlapping
voxelsdividedbythetotalnumberofvox-
els in PPA; all other overlap values re-
ported below were similarly calculated
except where noted), and LO overlapped
55% with the lateral ensemble/texture
area(Fig.7A).Whenwerelaxedthestatis-
tical threshold, the amount of overlap in-
creased. At p  0.01, uncorrected, PPA
overlap increased to 80% and LO overlap
increasedto70%.Similarresultswereob-
tainedwhenensembleandtextureimages
wereanalyzedseparatelywiththeirphase-
scrambled counterparts, with the excep-
tionthatLOoverlapwasgreaterforobject
ensembles than for surface textures, likely
due to the lack of closed contours in the
latter images (at p  0.001 and p  0.01,
bothuncorrected,objectensembleactiva-
tion overlapped with PPA 45% and 63%,
Figure6. Stimuliandresults(N11)fromexperiment4.a,Examplestimuliusedintheexperiment.Onlyobjectensembles
madeofblackwoodenbeadswereusedhere.Ineachtrial,observerssawtwoimagesthatwereidentical(grayboxes),shared
object ensemble features (i.e., different photographs of the same type of beads; blue boxes), or different (i.e., photographs of
beadsthatdifferedintheshapeoftheindividualensembleelements;redboxes).Thesurfacetextureandthematerialproperties
of the individual objects in the ensembles were thus identical in all conditions. The same image categorization task used in
experiments2and3wasusedhere.b,Resultsfromexperiment4.Despitetexture/materialrepetitionoftheensemblesacrossthe
threeconditions,PPAagainshowedadaptationwhenensemblestatisticswererepeatedbutareleasefromadaptationwhenthe
shapeofthebeadschangedbetweenensembles.Unlikethepreviousthreeexperiments,LOdidnotshowanysensitivitytoour
manipulations, possibly because half of the beads used in the experiment were approximately circular, resulting in minimal
contourchangesbetweendifferentimagesdepictingeitherthesameordifferentensembles.Errorbarsrepresentwithin-subject
SEs.ns,Notsignificant.c,Additionalstimuliusedinexperiment4.*p0.05.
Figure7. a,Groupoverlapoftheobjectensemble/surfacetextureregionsandPPAandLO.Tolocalizevisualareasnaturally
activatedwhenobjectensembleandsurfacetexturesareprocessed,brainresponsesforviewingobjectensemblesandsurface
textureswerecontrastedwiththoseforviewingphase-scrambledversionsofthesesameimages.Twomainregionsofactivation
werelocated(showninpurple),withonelocatedlaterallyandtheotherlocatedventrallyoriginatingfromtheparahippocampal
gyrusandextendingposteriorlyalongthecollateralsulcus.Althoughtheanterior-medialventralregion(Talairachcoordinates,x,
y,zforright/left:21/23,50/52,6/9)overlappedgreatlywithPPA(yellow;21/21,39/40,7/7,
definedbycontrastingsceneswithfacesandeverydayobjects),thelateralregion(33/37,77/74,1/6)overlapped
greatlywithLO(green;36/36,75/75,3/4,definedbycontrastingeverydayobjectswithphase-scrambledversionsof
thesesameimages).ThelargeoverlapbetweenthedifferentbrainregionsjustifiesourselectionofPPAandLOasthemainROIsin
investigating the neural underpinnings of object ensemble processing. All regions are displayed at p  0.001, uncorrected. b,
Regions differentially activated for object ensembles or surface textures. The only regions that were more active (group data,
displayedatp0.001,uncorrected)inthevisualoccipitotemporalcortexforobjectensemblesthanforsurfacetextureswere
locatedinLO(33/35,80/78,1/4)andearlyvisualcortex(8,86,0).Noregionsweremoreactivefortexturesthan
forensembles.c,CommonregionofoverlapbetweenPPA(definedusingthescenesvsfacesandobjectscontrast)andtheventral
ensemble/texture region (defined using the intact vs scrambled ensembles and textures contrast), both at the group level and
displayedatp0.001(21/22,41/44,7/6)andp0.01(20/21,44/41,6/6),bothuncorrected.
Asthestatisticalthresholdisrelaxed,thecommonregionofactivationextendsmoreposteriorly.R,Right.
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texture activation overlapped with PPA 50% and 76%, respec-
tively, and with LO 22% and 41%, respectively).
We also assessed the amount of overlap between ventral regions
activatedbyobjectensemblesandbysurfacetextures(bycontrasting
intact vs scrambled images to first localize these regions). At the
group level, the overlap between the two was 69% and 82% at p 
0.001 and at p0.01, both uncorrected, respectively.
To better interpret the meaning of the overlap in these analy-
ses, we calculated the amount of overlap between PPA regions
defined by the first and the last run of the same object/scene
localizer. Because the same stimuli and the same observers were
used,anidealresultwouldbenear100%overlapbetweenthetwo
PPA regions at the group level. In reality, however, the overlap
was only 56% at p  0.01, uncorrected (overlap at p  0.001
could not be calculated due to insufficient power because fewer
runs were included in this analysis). The failure to observe a near
100% overlap was likely due to random factors such as head
motion,breathingrate,attention,andscannernoise(amongoth-
ers). This demonstrates that a very high degree of spatial corre-
spondencebetweenregionsisdifficulttoachievewithfMRIatthe
group level, even when defining the same region using the same
stimuli and observers. Importantly, these overlap values are sim-
ilar to those reported above when the overlap between PPA, LO,
andtheensemble/textureregionswerecompared,indicatingthat
thevaluesreportedabovereflectahighdegreeofoverlapbetween
the different brain regions compared.
Calculatingoverlapvaluesbetweenregionsongroupdatacan
potentially overestimate the degree of overlap because averaging
individualactivationstogetherwouldresultinspatialsmoothing
and would blur the boundaries between functionally distinctive
regions. To address this concern, we recalculated the overlap be-
tween our functional regions in individual observers at our most
conservative threshold (p  0.001) and then averaged these val-
ues from individual observers to derive a group average overlap
value.Withthisprocedure,PPAoverlapped46%withtheventral
ensemble/texture area, and LO overlapped 61% with the lateral
ensemble/texture area (Fig. 8; illustrations of the overlap regions
in individual observers). Compared with the overlap values ob-
tained directly from the group data (61% and 55%, respectively,
for the two overlaps; see above), it seems that calculating overlap
based on group data does not necessarily overestimate the
amountoffunctionaloverlapbetweenregions.Tobetterevaluate
the degree of overlap between brain regions, we also recalculated
the amount of overlap between PPA regions defined using the
first and last runs of the same object/scene localizer using data
from individual observers. At p  0.001 (uncorrected), the over-
lapbetweentheseareaswas60%,avaluecomparabletothevalues
reportedaboveusingthegroupdata(whichwas56%).Together,
the similarity between the individual and group overlap analyses
justifies our initial use of group statistics to report overlap be-
tween functional regions. To further validate how we calculated
overlap,wecomparedourmethod,whichusesasingleROIinthe
denominator, with that proposed by Kung et al. (2007), which
uses the average of the two ROIs in comparison in the denom-
inator. We did not find any significant differences between
these two methods: overlap between PPA and ventral ensem-
ble/texture area was 46% (our method) and 41% (Kung et al.,
Figure8. Top,CommonregionsofoverlapforPPA(definedusingtheobject/scenelocalizer)andtheventralensemble/textureregion(definedusingtheensemble/texturelocalizer),shownin
fiverepresentativeobservers.Bottom,CommonregionsofoverlapforLO(definedusingtheobject/scenelocalizer)andthelateralensemble/textureregion(definedusingtheensemble/texture
localizer),showninthesamefiveobservers.Allregionsaredisplayedatp0.001,uncorrected.Talairachcoordinatesaregivenundereachbrain.R,Right;S,subject.
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ensemble/textureareawas61%(ourmethod)and66%(Kungetal.,
2007),t(13)1.07,p0.296;andoverlapbetweenfirstandlastrun
defined PPA was 60% (our method) and 62% (Kung et al., 2007),
t(13) 0.14, p0.887. All comparisons were two tailed.
Inadditiontoexaminingtheoverlapbetweenregions,wealso
localized the ventral and the lateral ensemble/texture regions di-
rectly in each observer and used them as ROIs to reanalyze the
results from our grayscale (experiment 2) and size-change (ex-
periment 3) adaptation experiments. Results from these two en-
semble/texture regions were very similar to those obtained from
thePPAandLOROIs.Specifically,theventralregion(whichwas
inthevicinityofPPA)exhibitedsimilarresponsepatternstoboth
object ensembles and surface textures (image-by-condition in-
teraction:inexperiment2,F(2,26)0.01,p0.99;inexperiment
3, F(2,26)  1.01, p  0.378) and showed equivalent levels of
adaptationwheneitherobjectensemblesorsurfacetextureswere
repeated (planned pairwise comparisons in experiment 2 for ob-
jectensembles:sharedvsidentical,t(13)2.16,p0.084;differ-
entvsidentical,t(13)3.87,p0.003;differentvsshared,t(13)
2.72, p  0.027; planned pairwise comparisons in experiment 2
for surface textures: shared vs identical, t(13)  1.79, p  0.137;
different vs identical, t(13)  5.36, p  0.001; different vs shared,
t(13)  3.00, p  0.017; planned pairwise comparisons for exper-
iment3forobjectensembles:sharedvsidentical,t(13)1.66,p
0.178; different vs identical, t(13)  3.36, p  0.008; different vs
shared,t(13)4.40,p0.001;plannedpairwisecomparisonsfor
experiment3forsurfacetextures:sharedvsidentical,t(13)1.11,
p  0.425; different vs identical, t(13)  2.93, p  0.016; different
vs shared, t(13)  2.48, p  0.046). The lateral region, which was
inthevicinityofLO,showedareleasefromadaptationforobject
ensembles when local shape or contours changed in the shared
andthedifferentconditionsbutwasinsensitivetoanychangesin
surfacetextures(overalldifferencebetweenobjectensemblesand
surfacetextures,fromtheimage-by-conditioninteraction:inex-
periment 2, F(2,26)  0.87, p  0.43; in experiment 3, F(2,26) 
1.81, p  0.183; planned pairwise comparisons in experiment 2
for object ensembles: shared vs different, t(13)  0.94, p  0.50;
shared vs identical, t(13)  3.26, p  0.01; different vs identical,
t(13)  3.43, p  0.007; planned pairwise comparisons in experi-
ment 2 for surface textures: none of the three conditions differed
from each other, all t  2.15, NS; planned pairwise comparisons
in experiment 3 for object ensembles, shared vs different: t(13) 
0.13, p  0.50; shared vs identical, t(13)  2.93, p  0.018; differ-
ent vs identical, t(13)  2.26, which approached significance at
p  0.066; for surface textures: none of the three conditions
differed from each other, all t  0.38, NS). Finally, differences in
adaptation between the ventral and lateral ensemble/texture re-
gions reached significance for processing both object ensembles
(region-by-conditioninteractionforensembles:inexperiment2,
F(2,26)  5.94, p  0.008; in experiment 3, F(2,26)  4.53, p 
0.021) and surface textures (region-by-condition interaction for
textures: in experiment 2, F(2,26)  4.53, p  0.02; in experiment
3, F(2,26)  15.50, p  0.001), showing that these two brain areas
extractdifferenttypesofinformationfromthesamevisualinput.
Finally, to directly compare the processing of object ensem-
bles and surface textures, we used the group ensemble/texture
localizer data and contrasted the activations for ensembles with
surface textures (Fig. 7B). At p  0.001 (uncorrected), the only
regions more active for object ensembles than surface textures
were in the vicinity of LO and early visual cortex. The preference
of LO for processing object ensembles over surface textures is
consistent with our adaptation data from individual observers
andwiththeblockedlocalizerresultsshowninFigure5,aswellas
with previous reports showing preferential processing of shapes
with closed contours in LO (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Alt-
mann et al., 2003). Greater activation in early visual cortex for
ensemblesthanfortexturesmayreflectthepresenceofmorehigh
spatialfrequencyinformationintheensemblethaninthetexture
images. Meanwhile, no region showed higher activation for sur-
face textures than for object ensembles. These findings lend fur-
ther support to the notion that object ensembles and surface
textures share similar neural and computational mechanisms in
anterior-medial ventral visual cortex.
Taken together, these results independently show that visual
processingofobjectensemblesnaturallyactivatestwodistinctive
regionsinventralandlateralvisualcortex,correspondingwellto
the location of PPA and LO, respectively. Moreover, they also
showthattheprocessingofobjectensemblesandsurfacetextures
activates a common region in anterior-medial ventral visual cor-
tex. These results are consistent with our adaptation results and
justify our selection of PPA as the candidate ROI to target in
investigating the neural underpinnings of object ensemble
processing.
Whole-brainanalysisofreal-worldobjectensembleand
texture adaptation
To further assess whether additional visual areas are involved in
object ensemble and surface texture processing, we performed a
whole-brain group random-effects analysis on the adaptation
data separately for each experiment. Specifically, we looked for
regionsthatshowedahigherresponseforthedifferentcompared
withtheidenticalorthesharedconditionsforbothobjectensem-
bles and surface textures. Despite weaker effects typically associ-
ated with event-related adaptation paradigms and variability in
observers’responses,atp0.01,uncorrected,weobservedbilat-
eral activation in anterior-medial ventral visual cortex in all four
experiments (Fig. 9), corresponding well to the location of our
PPA ROI and the ventral region activated in our ensemble/tex-
ture localizer (Fig. 7A). We want to emphasize that the medial
location of this activation, although independently obtained
fromthefouradaptationexperimentsinvolvingdifferentstimuli,
tasks, and observers, was remarkably consistent and replicable
across experiments. Moreover, these were the only regions acti-
vated in the ventral posterior part of the brain. (Additional re-
gions were activated along the anterior inferior temporal sulcus,
superiorandinferiorfrontalgyrus,andmedialandlateralpartial
cortex,likelyreflectingtask-andattention-relatedprocessingdif-
ferencesamongtheconditions;seeTable1.)Similaractivationin
anterior-medial ventral visual cortex was observed when object
ensemble and surface texture data were analyzed separately and
when the identical condition was excluded from the analysis.
These results provide converging evidence that object ensembles
andsurfacetexturesshareacommonneuralsubstrateintheven-
tral visual cortex and confirm the involvement of PPA (which is
locatedinanterior-medialventralvisualcortex)inobjectensem-
ble processing.
Interestingly,thecontinuousventralactivationthatwesawin
our ensemble/texture localizer (Fig. 7A) broke into two separate
patchesofactivationsintherighthemisphereinthiswhole-brain
analysis (Fig. 9). On the one hand, this suggests that the ventral
ensemble/texture processing region may be further divided into
two separate regions. Indeed, a number of recent studies have
reported activation of the right posterior collateral sulcus region
in low-level visual texture and material property processing
(Cavina-Pratesietal.,2010a,b;CantandGoodale,2011).Itisalso
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thefusiformgyrus,representatransitionzone(Cantetal.,2009)
whosefunctionevolvesfromtheprominenceofvisualshapepro-
cessing more laterally to the prominence of ensemble statistical
and textural processing more medially and anteriorly. On the
otherhand,however,thesetwopotentiallyseparateregionsinthe
right ventral visual cortex could also be part of one larger func-
tionalregioninvolvedinobjectensembleandtextureprocessing.
Insupportofthisidea,whenweplottedtheoverlapbetweenPPA
defined by the object/scene localizer and the ventral region de-
fined by the ensemble/texture localizer, we observed that the
overlap extended more posteriorly, partially encompassing both
right hemisphere regions identified in our adaptation experi-
ments, as the statistical threshold was relaxed from p  0.001 to
p0.01(Fig.7C).Furtherresearchisneededtofullyunderstand
whether the anterior and posterior regions of the right collateral
sulcus represent common or distinct regions for processing ob-
ject ensemble and texture features.
Responsetoensemblesandtexturesin
thebroaderscene-processingand
object-processing networks
To examine whether or not all scene-
processingregionsinthebrainparticipate
inobjectensembleandvisualtexturepro-
cessing in a similar manner, we examined
adaptation responses to ensembles and
textures in two additional scene-selective
regions, namely RSC (for review, see Ep-
stein, 2008) and TOS (Epstein et al.,
2005). Both regions were defined in indi-
vidual observers using the same statistical
contrast and threshold as PPA. The main
results within each region are reported in
Table 2 and Figure 10. Although PPA and
RSC showed similar response patterns in
someexperiments(region-by-conditionin-
teraction for ensembles: in experiment 1,
F(2,22)  0.45, p  0.641; in experiment 3,
F(2,24)  1.28, p  0.297; in experiment 4,
F(2,18)  1.18, p  0.331; region-by-
condition interaction for textures: in ex-
periment 1, F(2,22)  1.67, p  0.212; in
experiment 2, F(2,22)  1.16, p  0.331),
they differed in other experiments (region-
by-condition interaction for ensembles in experiment 2: F(2,24) 
4.77, p  0.018; region-by-condition interaction for textures in ex-
periment 3: F(2,24)  10.65, p  0.001). This lack of consistency in
RSCresponsepatterns,togetherwiththeoveralllowRSCresponses
in all four experiments (compared with those obtained from PPA
andTOS),suggeststhatRSCisunlikelytoplayasimportantarolein
ensembleandtextureprocessingasPPAdoes.Withtheexceptionof
experiment 1, response patterns differed consistently between PPA
and TOS in experiments 2 through 4 (region-by-condition interac-
tion for ensembles in experiment 1: F(2,22)  0.38, p  0.686; in
experiment 2: F(2,26)  14.57, p  0.001; in experiment 3: F(2,26) 
37.55, p0.001; in experiment 4: F(2,20) 9.95, p0.001; region-
by-conditioninteractionfortexturesinexperiment1:F(2,24)1.40,
p0.268; in experiment 2: F(2,26) 4.71, p0.018; in experiment
3:F(2,26)12.84,p0.001).ThisindicatesthatPPAandTOSdiffer
in how they process object ensembles and surface textures (see also
themainresultswithineachregionpresentedinTable2andFig.10).
To compare response amplitude for ensembles, textures, and
scenes in PPA, we defined PPA in each individual using the first
run of their object/scene localizer and then extracted the activa-
tionsforscenesandobjectsusingthelastrunoftheirobject/scene
localizer. We also extracted PPA responses for ensembles and
textures in the ensemble/texture localizer. Although scenes, ob-
jects, ensembles, and textures were not included in the same run
and could not be directly compared with statistical tests, it is
evident that the PPA response to scenes was much greater than
the response to ensembles, textures, or objects (Fig. 5; for com-
pleteness, responses in LO, computed using the same method
describedforPPAabove,werealsoincluded).Thus,althoughwe
show in this study that PPA is the key brain region mediating the
representationofensembleandtexturestatistics,scenesstillseem
to be the most effective stimuli in driving the response in PPA.
Taken together, our results indicate that there appears to be a
functional dissociation in the human scene-processing network.
Specifically,whilePPAisinvolvedinboththespatial(e.g.,spatial
expanse)(Kravitzetal.,2011)andthenonspatialaspectsofvisual
Figure9. Regionsthatexhibitadaptationforrepetitionsofobjectensembleandsurfacetexturestatistics(i.e.,lowerresponse
for the identical and the shared conditions than for the different condition), plotted separately for each of the four adaptation
experimentsandshownasoutlinestoillustratetheoverlapacrossexperiments.Thelocationsoftheregionsareconsistentacross
thefourexperimentsandresideintheanterior-medialpartofventralvisualcortex,extendingalongthecollateralsulcusandthe
parahippocampalgyrus(Talairachcoordinatesforexperiment1,anteriorcollateralsulcus/parahippocampalgyrus[aCoS/PG],x,y,
z for right/left: 24/25, 49/56, 5/11; right posterior collateral sulcus [pCoS]: 21, 76, 12; for experiment 2,
aCoS/PG:21/26,37/46,15/8;rightpCoS:21,69,12;forexperiment3,aCoS/PG:22/20,41/49,
14/12;rightpCoS:24,66,13;forexperiment4,aCoS/PG:28/30,40/53,16/11;rightpCoS:22,63,
9).TheseresultsprovideadditionalsupportforourchoiceofPPAasthemainROIforexaminingobjectensembleandsurface
textureprocessinginthevisualcortex.R,Right.
Table1.Additionalregionsuncoveredinthegrouprandomeffectswhole-brain
analysesconductedinexperiments1through4
Experiment1 Experiment2 Experiment3 Experiment4
RMPL 2,62,36 6,53,26 7,53,29 8,52,27
LMPL 11,63,36 6,54,29 7,54,30 7,54,20
RLPL 47,68,21 48,63,25 40,67,35
LLPL 53,57,23 49,60,22 43,61,26 38,70,32
RanteriorITS 52,9,6 51,11,17 54,3,6 42,7,5
LanteriorITS 51,2,14 60,9,6 52,3,12
RSFG 20,25,39 23,23,49 23,17,41 21,18,49
LSFG 21,24,37 21,24,47 18,25,43 23,21,44
RIFG 37,32,4 19,29,9 17,34,22 14,31,10
LIFG 39,31,5 35,26,11 42,27,8 37,33,7
In each experiment, we looked for regions that showed a higher response for the different compared with the
identicalandthesharedconditionsforbothobjectensemblesandsurfacetextures(onlyobjectensembleswereused
inexperiment4).Talairachcoordinates(x,y,z)aregivenforeachregion,andallregionswereuncoveredatp0.01,
uncorrected.IFG,Inferiorfrontalgyrus;ITS,inferiortemporalsulcus;L,left;LPL,lateralparietallobe;MPL,medial
parietallobe;R,right;SFG,superiorfrontalgyrus.
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may participate in only the spatial aspects of visual processing.
The broader object-processing network in the human brain
consists of two connected regions, LO and pFs, which together
constitutethelateraloccipitalcomplex(Grill-Spectoretal.,1999;
for review, see Grill-Spector, 2009). Both pFs and LO are known
to respond to high-level shape information (Vinberg and Grill-
Spector, 2008); however, compared with LO, pFS is more resis-
tant to various image transformations such as size and position
(Grill-Spectoretal.,1999;KourtziandHuberle,2005;forreview,
see Grill-Spector, 2009). To investigate the role of pFs in object
ensembleandsurfacetextureprocessing,weextractedadaptation
responses from pFs (defined in individual observers using the
same statistical contrast and threshold as LO). The detailed re-
sults are reported in Table 2 and Figure 10. Overall, LO and pFs
share some functional similarities in the processing of ensembles
andtextures(nonsignificantregion-by-conditioninteractionfor
ensembles: in experiment 1, F(2,22)  3.24, p  0.058; in experi-
Table2.EffectsofobjectensembleandsurfacetextureadaptationinRSC,TOS,andpFsforallfourexperiments
Maineffect
Plannedcomparisons
Objectensembles Textures
Image Condition Identicalvsshared Identicalvsdifferent Sharedvsdifferent Identicalvsshared Identicalvsdifferent Sharedvsdifferent
RSC
Experiment1 F(2,22)3.91p0.035 t(11)3.83p0.005 t(11)2.71p0.03
Experiment2 F(2,24)3.86p0.035 t(12)2.76p0.025
Experiment3 F(2,24)6.03p0.008
Experiment4 N/A F(2,18)5.11p0.017 t(9)3.53p0.011 N/A N/A N/A
TOS
Experiment1 t(11)2.95p0.02
Experiment2 F(2,26)5.85p0.008 t(13)3.05p0.013
Experiment3
Experiment4 N/A N/A N/A N/A
pFs
Experiment1 F(2,22)20.90p0.001 t(11)3.88p0.004 t(11)2.55p0.042 t(11)3.95p0.004
Experiment2 F(1,13)66.77p0.001 F(2,26)12.17p0.001 t(13)2.76p0.027 t(13)3.05p0.013
Experiment3 F(1,13)30.88p0.001
Experiment4 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Imageindicatesensembleandtexture.Conditionindicatesidentical,shared,anddifferent.Image-by-conditioninteractionwasnotsignificantinanyoftheexperiments.Maineffects,interactions,andplannedpairwisecomparisonswere
assessed(onetailed,Bonferronicorrected).Leftandrighthemisphereswerecombinedbecausenodifferenceinactivationwasobservedbetweenthehemispheres.Onlysignificantresultsareshown.N/A,Notapplicable.
Figure10. AdaptationresultsinRSC,TOS,andpFs,shownforallfouradaptationexperiments.ResponsestoobjectensemblesandtexturesinRSCandTOSwerenotasconsistentasthoseobserved
inPPA,suggestingthatRSCandTOSareunlikelytoplaysignificantrolesinensembleandtextureprocessing.ThissuggeststhatPPAisinvolvedinbothspatialandnonspatialaspectsofvisual
processing,butRSCandTOSmayonlyparticipateinspatialaspectsofvisualprocessing.Dependingontheexperimentandthestimuluscondition,pFsresponseswereeithersimilartoLO(ensembles
inexperiments1and2)orPPA(ensemblesinexperiment1,andbasicadaptationeffectfortexturesinexperiment1).ThissuggeststhatpFs,whichisanteriortoLObutposteriortoPPA,maybea
“transitionzone”whosefunctionistransitioningfromprocessingshapestoprocessingthestatisticalinformationcontainedinensemblesandtextures.Exp,Experiment;ns,notsignificant.Errorbars
representwithin-subjectSEs.*p0.05;**p0.01.
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p  0.114; in experiment 4, F(2,20)  1.25, p  0.308; nonsignif-
icantregion-by-conditioninteractionfortextures:inexperiment
2, F(2,26)  2.41, p  0.110; in experiment 3, F(2,26)  1.29, p 
0.293), but pFs also demonstrates some sensitivity to processing
texture [significant region-by-condition interaction for textures
in experiment 1: F(2,22)  4.51, p  0.023; and a basic adaptation
effect for textures was observed in experiment 1 (i.e., greater
activationinthedifferentcomparedwiththeidenticalcondition;
seeTable2andFig.10)],apropertyfoundinPPAbutnotinLO.
Given that pFs is located between LO and PPA, its role in visual
processing may be in the transition from shape-specific process-
ing to ensemble and textural statistic-specific processing. This
echoes our discussion (at the end of the Results section titled
“Whole-brain analysis of real world object ensemble and texture
adaptation”) and is reminiscent of the proposal from a recent
study arguing that the region in posterior to mid fusiform gyrus
can be thought of as a transition zone between the processing of
shapes in LO to the processing of surface properties (i.e., texture
and color) in collateral sulcus and parahippocampal gyrus (Cant
et al., 2009).
Behavioral results
Inboththeobject/sceneandtheensemble/texturelocalizerruns,
observers were asked to detect an occasional spatial jitter of the
images.Behavioralresultsandstatisticalcomparisonsamongthe
conditions for the localizer runs are reported in Table 3. In ex-
periment1,observerswereaskedtopressaresponsekeywhenthe
third image in each trial disappeared from view. The overall
response accuracy was 97.76% (range, 91.91–100%). Response
accuracies were not recorded separately for each stimulus condi-
tion, nor were response latencies recorded. In experiments 2
through 4, observers were asked to categorize the pair of images
ineachtrialasidentical,shared(ensembleortexturestatistics),or
different. Behavioral results and statistical comparisons for these
experiments are reported in Table 4. Some of the statistical com-
parisons reached significance in the main adaptation experi-
ments; notably, the shared condition in experiments 2 to 4 was
often harder than the identical or the different condition. How-
ever, behavioral response patterns in the main adaptation exper-
iments did not match the fMRI response patterns, making it
unlikelythatbehavioralresponsesdirectlycontributedtotheob-
served fMRI results. This is consistent with the findings by Xu et
al. (2007), who also showed that fMRI adaptation responses in
PPA are dissociable from behavioral responses. Further support
ofthisconclusionisprovidedbythefindingthatalthoughdiffer-
enttaskswereusedinexperiment1andinexperiments2to4,the
samefMRIresponsepatternsinPPAandLOwereobtainedinall
of the experiments.
Discussion
Object ensemble perception is an important and adaptive aspect
of visual perception that can guide and complement the individ-
uationandencodingofspecificobjectsinacomplexvisualscene.
Yetpresentlyithaslargelybeenunexploredbytheneuroimaging
community. Here we investigated the neural underpinnings of
real-worldobjectensembleperception.Wefoundthatregionsin
anterior-medialventralvisualcortex,includingthecollateralsul-
cus and parahippocampal gyrus, which overlap to a large extent
with the scene-sensitive PPA, show fMRI adaptation when en-
semble statistics are repeated. This adaptation effect still holds
with the removal of color information from the image and with
changesinthesizeoftheimage.Wealsofoundsimilaradaptation
effects for surface textures in this brain region, consistent with
previous neuropsychological and fMRI studies on texture pro-
cessing (Humphrey et al., 1994; Goodale and Milner, 2004; Cant
and Goodale, 2007; Cant et al., 2009). Importantly, the object
ensembleadaptationobservedinthisbrainregionwasnotdriven
entirely by the repetition of the surface texture of the individual
objects in an ensemble because this region was still sensitive to
object ensemble changes when objects in two ensembles had the
same texture but differed in shape.
Table3.Accuracy(percentcorrect)forthelocalizerruns
Objects Scenes Faces
Scrambled
objects
Object
ensembles
Scrambled
ensembles Textures
Scrambled
textures
Object/scenelocalizer
Experiment1 92.192.39 93.491.82 92.712.12 91.672.96
Experiments2and3 94.941.25 97.320.83 96.730.99 97.021.11
Experiment4 94.012.41 93.753.05 94.271.56 94.272.72
Ensemble/texturelocalizer
Experiments2and3 92.621.90 93.161.42 90.181.55 93.161.55
AllreportedvaluesrepresentmeanSEforpercentcorrect.Nodifferenceacrossconditionsreachedsignificanceinanyofthelocalizerruns.
Table4.Accuracy(percentcorrect)andresponselatency(milliseconds)ofcorrecttrialsforexperiments2through4
Objectensembles Textures
Identical Shared Different Identical Shared Different
Accuracy(%correct)
Experiment2 95.961.57 93.702.62 97.390.63 90.373.17 88.202.32 95.971.30
Experiment3 96.770.65 91.462.18 97.771.24 89.603.10 86.792.42 97.390.63
Experiment4 95.461.06 93.182.10 97.730.85
Responselatency(ms)
Experiment2 78645 89149 83650 80839 93863 85859
Experiment3 81245 93058 82146 85849 95465 82755
Experiment4 91538 102143 88528
AllvaluesrepresentmeanSE.Significantpairwisecomparisons(alltwotailedandBonferronicorrected)foraccuracyareasfollows:texturesinexperiment2,sharedvsdifferent,t(13)3.83,p0.006;texturesinexperiment3,shared
vsdifferent,t(13)4.53,p0.002.Significantpairwisecomparisonsforresponselatencyareasfollows:objectensemblesinexperiment2,sharedvsidentical,t(13)5.05,p0.001;texturesinexperiment2,sharedvsidentical,
t(13)4.06,p0.004;sharedvsdifferent,t(13)2.86,p0.036;objectensemblesinexperiment3,sharedvsidentical,t(13)5.36,p0.001;sharedvsdifferent,t(13)3.52,p0.011;texturesinexperiment3,sharedvs
identical,t(13)3.01,p0.03;sharedvsdifferent,t(13)3.34,p0.017;objectensemblesinexperiment4,sharedvsidentical,t(10)3.89,p0.01;sharedvsdifferent,t(10)3.49,p0.017.
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lap with area LO (an object shape-selective area), show a release
from fMRI adaptation when local contour changes regardless of
whether object ensemble statistics repeat or not and does not
show sensitivity to changes in surface texture. This is consistent
with previous studies showing this brain region’s involvement in
shape/contour processing (Malach et al., 1995; Grill-Spector et
al.,1998;KourtziandKanwisher,2001).Althoughpreviousstud-
ies have largely focused on single objects, here we show that this
brainregionisalsosensitivetochangesinthelocalshape/contour
of multiple objects in an ensemble.
Our results are replicated across four different experiments,
with both independently localized PPA and LO ROIs and ROIs
localized by contrasting ensemble and texture images directly
with their phase-scrambled images. Our results are further con-
firmed by post hoc whole-brain analyses.
Contributionoflower-levelimagestatisticsandsemantic
information
Ourobjectensembleadaptationinanterior-medialventralvisual
cortex is unlikely driven by lower-level image statistics such as
spatial frequency. First, in experiment 3, we used images that
varied in size and obtained virtually the same adaptation results
(Fig. 4). Second, in a post hoc analysis, using PPA as our ROI, we
examined responses to intact object ensembles, intact textures,
and their phase-scrambled counterparts from the ensemble/tex-
ture localizer. Although spatial frequency and other lower-level
image statistics (i.e., luminance and contrast) were preserved be-
tween intact and phase-scrambled images, intact images showed
significantly greater fMRI responses in PPA than their phase-
scrambledcounterparts(Fig.5).Thus,preservingthelower-level
imagestatisticprofilesbyitselfisnotsufficienttodriveresponses
inthisbrainregion.Third,althoughensembleslikelyhavehigher
spatial frequency content than textures, they exhibited identical
adaptation patterns in PPA and contrasting the two types of im-
ages did not activate any region in anterior-medial ventral visual
cortex (Fig. 7B). These results further suggest that ensemble/tex-
turerepresentationinanterior-medialventralvisualcortexisnot
particularly sensitive to differences in spatial frequency. Finally,
Hiramatsu et al. (2011) recently demonstrated that the process-
ingofmaterialpropertiesinanterior-medialventralvisualcortex
(which is similar to the processing of surface texture; Cant and
Goodale, 2011) is based on high-level perceptual information
rather than low-level, imaged-based information. Taken to-
gether, the processing of ensembles and textures in our study is
likely based more on high-level (e.g., object shape and texture
statistics) than low-level visual information.
When object ensemble statistics repeat, the semantic label
(i.e.,itsnameandsemanticcategory)alsorepeats.Nonetheless,it
isunlikelythattherepetitionofsuchsemanticlabelscanaccount
for our adaptation results. First, although object ensembles have
more salient semantic information (i.e., nameable identities)
than surface textures, identical adaptation results were obtained
for both image types. Second, in our final experiment, in which
we used black wooden beads that varied only in shape and thus
hadsimilarsemanticlabels,westillobtainedrobustsensitivityto
objectensemblechangesinPPA.Third,Epsteinetal.(2003)have
demonstrated that PPA is sensitive to viewpoint changes of a
scene,eventhoughthesemanticcontentofthesceneremainsthe
same.
Objectensemble,surfacetexture,andsceneprocessing
in PPA
As we discussed earlier, real-world homogeneous object ensem-
bles and surface textures both contain multiple repeating ele-
ments(PortillaandSimoncelli,2000),andtheprocessingofboth
requires the extraction of summary statistics without encoding
eachrepeatingelementingreatdetail.Thismayexplainwhyboth
typesofimagesshareacommonneuralprocessingmechanismin
anterior-medial ventral visual cortex, as we observed in our
study.
PPA is well known to represent scenes by processing their 3D
spatial layouts (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Kravitz et al.,
2011). Given that surface textures and object ensembles contain
minimal 3D spatial layouts and in general do not invoke scene
imagery, why would these stimuli share a common processing
mechanismwithvisualscenes?Inadditiontoencoding3Dspace,
scene perception often involves processing the gist of a scene by
extractingabstractinformationwithoutrepresentingingreatde-
tail the individual objects composing the scene (Oliva and
Schyns, 2000; Oliva and Torralba, 2001). In this regard, scene
perception also involves the extraction of ensemble statistical in-
formation.Thismayexplainwhytheprocessingofobjectensem-
bles,surfacetextures,andscenesallactivatethiscommonregion.
Thus,studyingtheneuralunderpinningsofobjectensemblerep-
resentation holds the possibility of bridging distinct lines of re-
search and allows better understanding of the role of anterior-
medialventralvisualcortexinvisualperception.Thisapproachis
especially promising given that object ensembles are relatively
easier to create and manipulate than either surface textures or
visual scenes.
Although it is possible that the processing of the 3D scene
structure and the processing of visual statistics may be two dis-
tinctive forms of visual processing that both involve PPA, their
colocalization within PPA may not be accidental. The 3D struc-
ture of a scene may just be another form of high-order ensemble
statistic(e.g.,onemaybeabletoextracttheglobal3Dstructureof
a city scene containing many buildings without processing the
details of each specific building in the scene) such that anterior-
medial ventral visual cortex (where PPA is located) may play a
more general role of extracting higher-order statistical informa-
tion from any visual display. Further research is needed to fully
understand the connection between the processing of a 3D scene
structure and that of visual statistics in anterior-medial ventral
visual cortex.
Whatmayberepresentedduringobjectensemble processing?
A growing body of behavioral research has shown that observers
can quickly extract useful ensemble statistics, such as mean size,
speed, and orientation, from a display without encoding specific
details of the objects composing the display (Williams and
Sekuler, 1984; Watamaniuk and Duchon, 1992; Ariely, 2001;
Parkes et al., 2001; Chong and Treisman, 2003, 2005a,b; Alvarez
and Oliva, 2008, 2009; Alvarez, 2011). It is very possible that
anterior-medialventralvisualcortexparticipatesinsuchcompu-
tations, although further experiments are needed to verify this.
It is also possible that anterior-medial ventral visual cortex is
sensitive to second-order image statistics, such as changes in the
luminance or geometric properties of the elements composing
the object ensemble or surface texture. Other features such as
elementdensity,thearrangementoftheelements,andthehomo-
geneityoftheelementsmayalsobediagnosticandessentialtothe
representation of object ensembles and surface textures in this
brain region. Our findings thus provide exciting opportunities
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that contribute to the neural computations performed in this
brain region.
Twoindependentandcomplementarypathwaysforvisual
object processing
Together with previous neuropsychological and neuroimaging
studies, our results indicate that there are two independent and
complementary visual object processing mechanisms in the
brain. One such mechanism involves anterior-medial ventral vi-
sual cortex (encompassing the collateral sulcus and parahip-
pocampal gyrus) and is specialized in extracting summary
statistics from both object ensembles and surface textures with-
outencodingthedetailedfeaturesofeachelementcomposingthe
ensemble or texture. The other mechanism involves the lateral
occipital cortex, which, together with regions in the parietal cor-
tex (Xu and Chun, 2009), enables us to attend, individuate, and
encode the detailed shape features of the individual objects in an
ensemble. Together, these two object processing mechanisms al-
low an observer to perceive both the “individual trees” and the
“entire forest” from a visual scene.
To conclude, our study showed that anterior-medial ventral
visual cortex is involved in real-world object ensemble percep-
tion,animportantbutlargelyunexploredaspectofvisualpercep-
tionthatcomplementsobject-specificrepresentation.Moreover,
object ensemble representation is closely related to surface tex-
ture and visual scene representation. Understanding object en-
semble representation in the brain is thus both important and
necessary if we want to fully comprehend how object perception
from natural scenes is accomplished.
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